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Apple Pro Training Series : Final Cut Pro 5Peachpit Press, 2005
The scalability, performance and Emmy Award-winning workflow of  Final Cut Pro 5 make it the first choice of professional editors  everywhere. For those clamoring to get in on the action, this  best-selling volume uses a series of class-length lessons designed  to provide a strong foundation in all aspects of the digital video  editing powerhouse....

		

Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Dynamic WebsitesO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The combination of PHP and MySQL is the most convenient approach to dynamic,
	
		database-driven web design, holding its own in the face of challenges from integrated
	
		frameworks—such as Ruby on Rails—that are harder to learn. Due to its open source
	
		roots (unlike the competing Microsoft .NET framework), it is...


		

Exporting Essentials: Selling Products and Services to the World SuccessfullyApress, 2014

	Exporting Essentials: Selling Products and Services to the World Successfully is for entrepreneurs and small business owners—the makers, movers, and shakers in our world—interested in taking their businesses to the next level of growth through exports. This short, hard-hitting book covers just the essentials,...






		

The String Instrument Owner's HandbookRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2015

	In The String Instrument Owner’s Guide, Michael Pagliaro surveys the complete “ownership life cycle” of bowed string instruments. A touchstone work for uninitiated and advanced players, The String Instrument Owner’s...


		

PCs For Dummies Quick Reference (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Fast answers to frequently asked questions
All the PC essentials at your fingertips!     

If you like your answers quick and your information up-to-date, look no further. This concise, superbly organized reference walks you through setting up a PC, connecting all the parts, using programs, organizing your stuff, storing things on disk,...


		

OS X for Hackers at Heart: The Apple of Every Hacker's EyeSyngress Publishing, 2005
The sexy, elegant design of the Apple PowerBook combined with the Unix-like OS X operating system based on FreeBSD, have once again made OS X the Apple of every hackers eye. In this unique and engaging book covering the brand new OS X 10.4 Tiger, the worlds foremost true hackers unleash the power of OS X for everything form cutting edge research...





		

The Complete Idiot's Guide to PCs (8th Edition)Alpha, 2001
As more and more people purchase computers for their home, the  need for an easy-to-use, light-hearted guide becomes a necessity.  Updated from the best-selling first edition, this must-have resource  will provide readers with all the information they need from  purchasing, setting up, upgrading their system and using the Internet  to creating...

		

The Well-Grounded RubyistManning Publications, 2009
The Well-Grounded Rubyist takes you from interested novice to proficient practitioner. It's a beautifully written tutorial that begins with the basic steps to get your first Ruby program up and running and goes on to explore sophisticated topics like callable objects, reflection, and threading. Whether the topic is simple or tough, the...

		

Digital Dice: Computational Solutions to Practical Probability ProblemsPrinceton Press, 2008
"Paul Nahin's Digital Dice is a marvelous book, one that is even better than his Duelling Idiots. Nahin presents twenty-one great probability problems, from George Gamow's famous elevator paradox (as corrected by Donald Knuth) to a bewildering puzzle involving two rolls of toilet paper, and he solves them all with the aid...






		

Adobe InDesign CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Welcome to Adobe® InDesign® CS6, a powerful design and production application

	that offers precision, control, and seamless integration with other Adobe professional

	graphics software. Using InDesign, you can produce professional-quality, full-color

	documents on high-volume color printing presses, or print to a range of...

		

Light It, Shoot It, Retouch It: Learn Step by Step How to Go from Empty Studio to Finished Image (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2011

	FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, YOU’LL LEARN ALL THREE ASPECTS OF WHAT IT TAKES TO CREATE STUNNING PORTRAITS

	(HINT: IT’S NOT JUST THE LIGHTING)


	Scott Kelby, the world’s #1 best-selling author of photography books, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher of Photoshop User...


		

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Statistics, 2nd EditionAlpha, 2007

	Statistics, statistics everywhere, but not a single word can we understand! Actually,

	understanding statistics is a critically important skill that we all need to have in this

	day and age. Every day, we are inundated with data about politics, sports, business,

	the stock market, health issues, financial matters, and many other topics....
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